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CURATORIAL STATEMENT by Rachel Anne Farquharson
Movement does, in fact, lie. Shadows indicate displacement where there is none and
time can be visually manipulated to produce fictitious motion that hovers just above
the threshold of perception. In a more topographic sense, the migration of flora and
fauna over history’s span is often adopted as a veritable record of biology’s
development, but is ultimately misleading. Family histories are inflated with anecdotal
travelogia and indigenous plant species turn up in the least suspected places. The
intercessor between place and time is movement. And yet…though the two constants
(or variables, rather?) of place and time are nearly always associated with each other,
they really are separate entities. Changing the place your body is located does not
necessarily mean altering the spectrum of time in which you exist. Analogously,
spasms in time's continuum, or the dissolution of one's understanding of how time is
passing, need not necessarily indicate that movement in space has occurred.
Temporary states of existence and physical volume—both chronological and spatial—
inform Soft Turns’ stop motion animations. In conversation, the four selected videos
presented here as Movement Never Lies construe transitory states of being as a regard
on movement and its chameleon-like nature. “A Passage” (2010), delivered through
the interface of a round-edged television screen, counter-poses a convex reflection of
the room in which the old-fashioned apparatus sits against the sporadic lateral motion
of a projection—the neon blue exterior of a train. The back-grounded scene exudes a
hazy lethargy as the leaves on the imaged trees shudder in rebellion of a static red
light bulb. Periodic sweeps of the train overlay reflected foliage from the locomotive’s
own windows atop those in the background, forcing both mirages to participate in a
conversation as tenuous as the flight of spores that spread plant species. Furthering
the contemplation of the bounds of self and location, “St. Helena Olive Tree, Extinct
1884-1977, 2003-“ (2010), exposes a tremor in this peculiar genus’ biological
lineage, having gone extinct not once, but twice since 1884. A tightly framed shot of a
paper replica—fashioned after the only image of the plant on the internet—hosts an
almost ritualistic imprinting and colluding of object and cast shadow. This recalls the
Bataillean informe, in which the shadow is an operation set against the figure,
fragmenting the plant’s body as it temporarily folds and unfolds itself from existence.
The tactile crunch of rustling paper becomes evidence for the presence of what would
otherwise be a phantom. Sound also pays an important compliment to “Behind the
High Grass” (2011), a video presenting alternating views of a moving freight train’s
exterior and interior. The inert, almost draughtsman-rendered appearance of the car’s
interior is only accentuated by the muffled plodding of wheels on a track. This
simulated vacuum heightens the implausible motion of a panel composited into the
bed of the car—a lightbox that once more revisits the visual of trees flickering by.
Startling in contrast, the speed and cacophonous noise of short, intermittent segments
of the train’s exterior racing by dispossess viewers from the reality they are attempting
to occupy. The tension set up between varying velocities here is tantamount to that in
“Just Add Water” (2007), the fourth and final video in the presentation of Movement
Never Lies. Located within the confines of dimly lit, tiled subway tunnels and narrow
underground stairwells, water sluggishly fills the pictured space at a pace that is just
perceptibly unnatural. This movement enunciates a perverse relationship with the

accelerated speed of the debris witnessed coasting across the water’s surface,
ultimately making the viewer question the scale, time lapse, and material legitimacy of
what they are looking at.
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